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HEX: Shards of Fate™ Frequently Asked Questions 
Updated April 22nd, 2014 
 

1. Keyword Powers 

• Crush is a keyword power that troops can have. It means:  

If this troop would deal more than fatal combat damage to all troops blocking it, it deals 
exactly fatal damage to those troops, and the rest to those troop’s controller instead.  

o This applied before all other replacement/prevention modifiers for that packet have 
been applied. If that damage is reduced or prevented to at or below fatal for those 
troops, then no damage will be dealt to the champion this way. 

o Damage dealt to a hero this way can be further modified or prevented, but only if that 
modifier did not affect the original packet. 

o If a troop with Crush was blocked, but all of its blockers were removed from combat, it 
will deal its damage to the defending champion instead. 

• Defensive is a keyword power that troops can have. It means: 

This troop can’t attack. 

• Escalation is a tag keyword word that actions can have. It denotes actions that shuffle 
themselves into your deck upon resolution, and then modify all cards you own with the 
same name. 

Example: Deal 2 damage to target champion or troop. <p> Escalation - Shuffle this action 
into your deck, then permanently add 2 to the bold number in the text of each Ragefire you 
own in all zones. 

o Escalation takes place as part of the action resolving. It is not a payment power of the 
action. 

o If an action with Escalation is interrupted (either through an effect or by having all of 
its targets made illegal), the action will not be shuffled into your deck, and the others 
you own will not escalate. 

o Escalation will also affect other cards with that name waiting to resolve on the chain. 

o An action with Escalation will also modify itself after being shuffled back into your 
deck. 

• Flight is a keyword power that troops can have. It means:  

This troop can only be blocked by troops with Flight.  

• Inspire is a tag keyword word that cards can have. It denotes powers that modify troops 
with a greater cost as they enter play under your control. 
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Example: Inspire - As another troop with cost equal to or greater than this troop's cost 
enters play under your control, it gets permanent +1 /+0 . 

o Inspire modifies the troop before it enters play, so inspired troops will enter play with 
their new stats and powers. 

o Troops can be inspired with multiple instances of the same power, though in some cases 
the granted power may be redundant. 

o If a troop with Inspire grants a power that refers to “this troop,” it is referring to the 
troop being granted the power, not the troop with Inspire. 

o The card with Inspire must already be in play to inspire troops as they enter play. If an 
effect is putting multiple cards into play at the same time, and one or more of those 
cards has Inspire, they will not be able to inspire the troops entering play alongside 
them. 

• Invincible is a keyword power that cards can have. It means:  

This card can’t be damaged or destroyed.  

o A troop with Invincible will still die if its  is reduced to 0 or less. 

• Lifedrain is a keyword power that cards can have. It means:  

Damage dealt by this card also causes you to gain that much health.  

o If a card with Lifedrain has no controller, it will cause its owner to gain health. 

o The health gain from Lifedrain occurs at the same time the damage is dealt. It is not a 
trigger. 

o Multiple instances of Lifedrain are not cumulative. 

• Rage X is a keyword power that troops can have. It means:  

When this troop attacks, it gets permanent +X /+0 .  

o Multiple instances of Rage are cumulative. If a troop has Rage 1 and Rage 2, it will get 
permanent +3 /+0  when it attacks. 

• Speed is a keyword power that troops can have. It means:  

This troop can attack and use  powers regardless of how long it’s been under your control.  

• Spellshield is a keyword power that cards can have. It means: 

This card can’t be targeted by opposing cards and effects.  

o A card with Spellshield can’t be targeted by opposing cards and effects only while in 
play. 
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• Steadfast is a keyword power that troops can have. It means:  

This troop does not exhaust when it attacks.  

• Swiftswtrike is a keyword power that troops can have. It means:  

This troop deals combat damage before troops without Swiftstrike.  

o If a troop loses Swiftstrike after it has already dealt its combat damage, it will not deal 
damage again when non-Swiftstrike troops deal damage. If a troop gains Swiftstrike 
after other troops with Swiftstrike have dealt their combat damage, it will deal damage 
with the non-Swiftstrike troops during that combat instead.  

2. Concepts 

• Some cards may cause two troops to battle one another. When two troops battle, they each 
deal damage equal to their attack to the other troop. 

o Both troops must be present to battle. If one of the troops is no longer in play, no longer 
a troop, or no longer a legal target for a targeted effect that would cause it to battle, no 
battle takes place. 

o Damage dealt in a battle is not combat damage. 

• Basic is a label that appears on some powers, and on the type line of non-Quick actions. It 
means “play this card/use this power only during your Main Phase while the chain is 
empty.” 

• Some cards bury cards from a champion’s deck. To bury them is to move those cards from 
that champion’s deck to their graveyard. 

• Some cards create other cards. Such effects will tell you what zone the created cards are put 
in and what the cards do. 

o Once created, a created card functions just like a “real” card. 

• Some cards will use counters. Such cards will tell you what those counters do. 

o If a card refers to a counter, it’s referring to a counter on itself unless otherwise 
specified. 

o Counters remain on a card until they are removed. 

• Some cards can interrupt cards or effects on the chain. A link that is interrupted gets 
removed from the chain and does nothing. If that link is a card, it’s put into its owner’s 
graveyard. 

o A card can only be interrupted while it’s on the chain. A card in any other zone is not a 
legal target for interruption. 

o A link can’t interrupt itself.  
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• Some powers have the One-Shot restriction. Such powers can only be used once during the 
game. 

o Reverting a card will “reload” its One-Shot powers, making them available for use again. 

• Some cards refer to a pet or master. A card’s “pet” is any troop that it created with the Pet 
troop type, while a Pet’s “master” is the card that created it. 

o The pet/master relationship is remembered no matter what zone either card is in, or if 
one or both of them have transformed. 

• Some cards say to play a card “for free.” To play a card for free is to play it without paying its 
cost and ignoring its threshold requirements. 

o Such cards are still added to the chain, where they wait to resolve. 

• Some cards will create or transform into a replica of another card. A replica is the same as 
the original card, except that: 

 It has no shard. 

 It has no thresholds. 

 It is also an artifact. 

 If it is a troop, it is also a Robot and a Replica. 

 If the original was Unique, the replica is not. 

 The replica does not copy any modifiers on the card (including transformations.) 

o If the original card has a gem in it, that gem will also be socketed in the replica. 

• Some cards can revert other cards. Reverting a card removes all definite modifiers 
(modifiers with a listed duration) from a card, as well as any transformations the card has 
gone through. It also removes all damage from the card. 

o Modifiers with a listed duration of “permanent” are still considered definite modifiers, 
and will be removed by reversion. 

o Indefinite modifiers (modifiers with no listed duration) are not removed by reversion. 

o Reverting a card will also set the number of counters on it to the amount of each it 
started with (normally 0). 

o Reverting a card will restore the use of its One-Shot powers. 

• Some cards or powers will tell you to “sacrifice a [thing].” To do so, choose a [thing] you 
control and put it into your graveyard. 
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• Some troops are Socketable. Such troops will be either Socketable Minor or Socketable 
Major. Socketable Minor troops can only be socketed with minor gems, but Socketable 
Major troops can use either major or minor gems. 

o You may only socket four of any given gem amongst troops in your deck. 

o Gems grant a power with a threshold requirement to the troop. Gems do not increase 
the threshold requirement of the troop itself. 

o The powers granted by gems are not removed by reversion. 

o When using your reserves between games of a match, you can change the gems in your 
Socketable troops. 

• Some cards will transform themselves or other cards into a different card. A card that 
transforms retains its orientation (ready or exhausted) and any counters, modifiers, and 
damage on the card unless otherwise stated. 

• Some cards are Unique. Such cards will have a Uniqueness tag. If at any time you control 
more than one card with the same Uniqueness tag, all but the most recent one to enter play 
are put into your graveyard. 

• Some cards will say to void a card. To void a card is to move it to the void. 

 

3. Specific Cards 

 
 

Adamanthian Scrivener, 1, , Troop—Human Cleric, 1 /1  
When this or another troop enters play under your control, gain 1 health. 

 
If Adamanthian Scrivener enters play under your control at the same time that a number of 
other troops do, it will trigger once for each. 
 

Angel of Dawn, 5, , Troop—Avatar of Hope, 4 /4  
Flight, Steadfast <p> : When you draw this card, if it's the first card you drew this turn, play it for 
free. 
 

If you draw Angel of Dawn during another player’s turn, you can play it for free if it’s the 
first card you drew that turn.  
 
The Angel of Dawn must still be in your hand when the trigger resolves to play it. 
 

Ascetic Aspirant, 4, , Troop—Human, 3 /4  
  Transform this troop into an Enlightened Seeker. 
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See The Transcended. 
 
Bird o' Plenty, 6, , Troop—Bird, 0 /1  
Flight <p> If damage would be dealt to this troop, draw that many cards instead. 

 
The controller of Bird o’ Plenty draws the cards from its power. 
 

Blessing the Fallen, 3, , Constant 
Troops you control are inspired by troops with Inspire in your graveyard as though they were in play. 
 

The troops in your graveyard are inspiring your troops. Blessing the Fallen is not. 
 
The troops entering play must still meet the cost requirements to be inspired. 

 
Blood Bearer, 1, , Troop—Shin’hare Warlock, 1 /1  
When this or another troop you control dies, gain 1 health. 
 

If Blood Bearer dies at the same time that a number of other troops you control do, it will 
trigger once for each. 

 
Blood Cauldron Ritualist, 3, , Troop—Shin’hare Warlock, 1 /1  
Sacrifice another troop  This troop becomes 5 /5  this turn. 

 
The change is calculated before applying modifiers from other effects. 

 
Booby Trap, 0, Artifact—Trap 
If this artifact would enter your hand or graveyard, void it, and it deals 4 damage to you instead. 
 

The Booby Trap does not enter your hand or graveyard before it detonates. 
 
Briar Legion, 3, , Troop—Plant, 0 /0  
This troop gets +2 /+2  for each Briar Legion that entered play under your control this game. 
 

“This game” is not a duration of Briar Legion’s modifier. The modifier is an indefinite modifier. It 
has no duration, it will constantly re-check to see what its value should be, and it cannot be 
removed through reversion.  

 
Bun’jitsu,Champion—Shin’hare Warlock, 20 Health 

 :  , Void two readied troops you control  Create an Abomination with  equal to 3 plus their 
combined  and  equal to 3 plus their combined  and put it into play exhausted. 
 

Bun’jitsu will use the value of the voided troops’  and  as they last existed in play to 
determine the size of the abomination. 

 
Chimera Guard Outrider, 4, , Troop—Human Warrior, 0 /4  
When this troop attacks, it gets +  equal to its  this turn. 
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The  bonus will be locked in when Chimera Guard Outrider attacks. If its  changes after 
the trigger resolves, it will not affect the amount of  granted. 

 
Chimes of the Zodiac, 7, Artifact, Unique 
When you play an action, create a copy of it. (You may choose new targets for the copy.) 
 

The copy is not played, and so will not trigger powers of cards that trigger when a card is 
played. 
 
Decisions made on announcement, such as modes or values of X, are also copied. 
 
The copy is an actual card, and can be interacted with as such (it can be interrupted, for 
example.) 

 
Chlorophyllia, 2, , Basic Action 
Play a random Wild Shard from your deck. 
 

This does not count as the one resource you can play for the turn. 
 
Circle of Preservation, 3, , Constant 
Once per turn:   The next time target card or action would deal damage to you this turn, prevent it. 
Put this constant into your hand and it gets permanent cost + . 
 

If you use Circle of Preservation’s power and then later replay it in the same turn, it will 
“remember” that its power was already used that turn. You will not be able to use it again 
until the next turn begins. 

 
Clear Sky Stormcaller, 3, , Troop—Coyotle Mage, 1 /2  

  Deal 1 damage to target exhausted troop. 
 

If the targeted troop readies before Clear Sky Stormcaller’s power resolves, it will no longer 
be a legal target, and no damage will be dealt. 

 
Construction Plans: Ingenuity Engine, 2, Artifact—Plans 
Exhaust one or more Dwarves and/or Robots you control  Add a construction counter to this artifact 
for each troop exhausted this way.  Then, if there are ten or more, remove them all, exhaust this 
artifact, and transform it into an Ingenuity Engine. 
 

See Ingenuity Engine. 
 
Cosmic Totem, 1, Artifact 

, Void this artifact  Shuffle target champion's graveyard into target champion's deck. 
 

You can target two different champions, shuffling one champion’s graveyard into another 
champion’s deck. 
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Cosmic Transmogrifier, 3, , Constant 
  Transform each artifact, constant, and troop into a random artifact, constant, or troop with the 

same cost. 
 

Cosmic Transmogrifier will not necessarily transform the cards into a card of the same type. 
 
If there is no artifact, constant, or troop of a matching cost the card could transform into, the 
card will not transform. 

 
Crown of the Primals, 5, , Constant 
[ONE-SHOT]   Choose target troop you control. That troop gets permanent Speed,  Crush, 
Swiftstrike, and Rage 3. <p> When the chosen troop leaves play, revert this constant. 
 

The troop retains the granted powers even after leaving play. 
 
Curse of Oblivion, 1, , Quick Action 
Choose target opposing card on the chain. Void each other card with the same name from its 
controller's deck, graveyard, and hand. 

 
This will not remove the targeted card from the chain. Assuming nothing else happens, it 
should resolve normally.  

 
Daring Swordsman, 4, , Troop—Human Rogue 
This troop deals double damage. 

 
If Daring Swordsman has Crush, it will determine if its damage should be split before the 
damage is doubled. 

 
Devoted Emissary, 4, , Troop—Human Warlock, 4 /3  
When this troop enters play, put target troop you control into your hand. 
 

If you control no other troops when Devoted Emissary enters play, it will have to target itself. 
 
Doppelgadget, 3, Artifact—Shapeshifter 
At the start of your turn, you may transform this artifact into a replica of target non-Shapeshifter 
artifact with cost 4 or less you control. It retains this power. 
 

Once Doppelgadget’s power has resolved at least once, it will retain that power through all 
transformations. 

 
Emberspire Witch, 2, , Troop—Witch, 2 /2  
Swiftstrike <p> Champions can't gain health. 
 

Some effects set a champion’s health to a given value. Such affects are not considered to be 
gaining or losing health, so Emberspire Witch will not stop them.  
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Enlightened Seeker, 4, , Troop—Human, 0 /1  
You can't play cards. <p> At the end of your turn, draw a card. Then, if you have seven or more cards in 
hand, transform this troop into The Transcended. 
 

See The Transcended. 
 
Eternal Guardian, 8, Artifact Troop—Construct, 4 /4   
Flight <p> Prevent all damage that would be dealt to you and other troops you control. 
 

If you control two Eternal Guardians, they will prevent all damage dealt to each other. 
 
Eye of Creation, 3+X, , Basic Action 
Reveal the top X cards of your deck. Put each troop revealed this way into play. Shuffle the remaining 
cards into your deck. 
 

The troops all enter play at the same time. Any powers of those troops that trigger “when” 
another troop enters play will “see” all those troops entering play. Any powers of those 
troops that happens “as” another troop enters play (such as Inspire), will not see the other 
troops entering play. 

 
Frost Wizard, 2, , Troop—Human Mage, 2 /3  
If a card would enter an opposing deck or graveyard, void it instead. 
 

While Frost Wizard is in play, any effects that trigger when something “dies” will not trigger. 
 
Gas Troll, 1, , Troop—Troll, 1 /1  
Crush <p> When you play a ruby card, this troop gets permanent +1 /+1 . 
 
 Ruby Shard is not a ruby card. 
 
Genesis Hydra, 4, , Troop—Hydra, 4 /4  
When this troop is dealt damage, it gets permanent +1 /+1 . 
 

If Genesis Hydra is dealt exactly fatal damage, it will be destroyed before its triggered power 
resolves. 

 
Gore Feast of Kog'Tepetl, 4, , Basic Action 
Troops you control get Rage 1 this turn. <p> After the first postcombat main phase this turn, there's 
an additional combat phase followed by an additional main phase. At the start of that combat phase, 
ready each troop that attacked this turn. 
 

Gore Feast of Kog’Tepetl will give you an extra combat phase if you play it in either your 
first or second main phase. 
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Honeycap, 4, , Troop—Shroomkin, 0 /0  
As this troop enters play, it gets permanent +1 /+1  for each  you have. 
 

The modifier is set when Honeycap enters play. It will not change if you later gain or lose  
threshold. 
 
If Honeycap leaves play and then later re-enters, its power will trigger again, adding to its 
previous modifier. 

 
Hop'hiro, Samurai, 1, , Troop—Shin’hare Warrior, Unique, 1 /1  

, Sacrifice another troop  Target troop gets -1 /-0  this turn. <p> When a troop you control is 
sacrificed, add a bushido counter to Hop'hiro. Then, if there are three or more, remove them all and 
transform him into Hop'hiro, Elite Samurai. 
 
Hop'hiro, Elite Samurai, 1, , Troop—Shin’hare Warrior, Unique, 2 /2  

, Sacrifice another troop  Target troop gets -1 /-1  this turn. <p> When a troop you control is 
sacrificed, add a bushido counter to Hop'hiro. Then, if there are three or more, remove them all and 
transform him into Hop'hiro, Samurai Warlord. 
 

Hop’hiro will gain bushido counters any time a troop you control is sacrificed, not just to his 
own power. 

 
Immortality, 2, , Quick Action 
If you would lose the game this turn, your health becomes 10 instead. 
 
 Setting a champions health to a value is neither gaining nor losing health. 

 
Ingenuity Engine, 2, Artifact—Engine 

  Create a random artifact and put it into play. 
 
 Ingenuity Engine is not limited to creating artifacts in your deck or that you own. 
 
Judgement, 6, , Basic Action 
Destroy all cards with cost less than the highest cost among cards you control. 
 

If you control no cards when your Judgement resolves, nothing will be destroyed. 
 
Mancubus, 4, , Troop—Avatar of Lust, 2 /3  
[ONE-SHOT]    Gain control of target opposing troop with  less than or equal to this troop's . 
 

Once you have gained control of a troop with Mancubus’s power, you will not lose control of 
that troop if its  later becomes greater than that Mancubus’s. 
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Master Theorycrafter, 5, . Troop—Dwarf Warlock, 2 /2  
SOCKETABLE MAJOR <p> ,   Create a War Bot and put it into play. It gets Speed and the 
socketed powers of this troop. At end of turn, void that War Bot. 
 

If Master Theory Crafter is used during the end phase of a turn, the War Bot will not be voided 
until the end phase of the next turn begins. 

 
Mastery of Time, 5, , Basic Action 
Take an additional turn after this one. Void this action. 
 
 Mastery of Time voids itself as part of its resolution. It never enters the graveyard. 
 
Menacing Gralk, 5, , Troop—Beast, 2 /2  
Flight <p> When this troop enters play, exhaust each opposing troop. Those troops can't ready during 
their controller's next ready step. 
 

All opposing troops will be unable to ready during their controller’s next ready step, not just the 
ones exhausted by Menacing Gralk’s power. 

 
Oath of Valor, 3, , Constant 
When this constant enters play, name a troop you control. <p> Troops you control with that name get 
+2 /+2 . 

 
Oath of Valor will affect all troops you control with that name, even if those cards’ other 
characteristics are different. 
 
The name is not tied to the troop you chose. If the troop whose name you chose later 
transforms into a different troop, Oath of Valor will still be set to the original troop’s name. 

 
Ozawa, Cosmic Elder, 8, , Troop—Coyotle Elder, Unique, 0 /0  
Lifedrain <p> This troop gets +X /+X , where X is your health. 
 

If Ozawa is in combat, the health you gain from his Lifedrain will cause his  and  to 
change before determining if he should be destroyed. 

 
Pheromones, 1, , Basic Action 
Target troop gets "Opposing troops must block this troop if able" this turn. 
 

If two or more of your troops are affected by Pheromones, opposing troops may block 
either of them in any combination, but must block at least one of them if possible.  

 
Plan C, 2, , Basic Action 
Your resources become . <p> For every  lost this way, create a War Bot and put it into play. 
 

If your resources were at , for example, two War Bots would be created when Plan C 
resolves.  
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Princess Victoria, 3, , Troop—Human Princess, Unique, 1 /2  
If Victoria is in your opening hand she gets permanent cost - . <p> Inspire - As another troop with 
cost equal to or greater than Victoria's cost enters play under your control, it gets permanent 
Lifedrain. 
 

Your opening hand is your hand of cards after resolving any mulligans. 
 
 

Righteous Paladin, 2, , Troop—Human Cleric, 2 /2  
When you gain health, this troop gets permanent +1 /+1 . 
 

Righteous Paladin gets +1 /+1  regardless of how much health the card or effect caused you to 
gain. 
 
Multiple troops with Lifedrain dealing damage at the same time will trigger Righteous Paladin 
once for each troop. A single troop with Lifedrain dealing damage to multiple troops at the 
same time will trigger Righteous Paladin one time. 

 
Ritualist of the Spring Litter, 1, , Troop—Shin’hare Concubunny, 1 /1  
If one of your cards or effects would create one or more Shin'hare, create that many +1 instead. 
 

Ritualist of the Spring Litter will put the created card(s) into the same zone(s) as the original card 
or effect. 
 
If a single card or effect is creating multiple different Shin’hare, one more of each different 
Shin’hare will be created.  

 
Rose Lion, 2, , Troop—Plant, 0 /1  
At the start of your turn, this troop gets permanent +1 /+1 . When this troop attacks or blocks, it 
permanently loses this power. 
 

When Rose Lion first attacks or blocks, it will lose the power that allows it to grow at the start of 
your turn. It will keep any +1 /+1  modifiers it has already acquired.  

 
Sabotage, 3, , Basic Action 
Create four Booby Traps and shuffle them into target opposing champion's deck. 
 

See Booby Trap.  
 
Servant of Shathak, 1, , Troop—Voidtouched, 2 /2  
Flight <p> You can include this troop in your deck only if it contains at least twenty different card 
names among non-resource cards. 
 

Servant of Shathak is counted as one of the names. 
 
When using your reserves, you must still meet Servant of Shathak’s requirements when you are 
finished.  
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Shrine of Prosperity, 2, Artifact 
At the start of your turn, reveal the the top card of your deck. It gets permanent... <p> Troop: +1 /+1
. <p> Resource: "Gain a charge". <p> Non-troop, non-resource: Cost - . 

 
If the revealed card is of the given kind, it will get the bonus listed. For example, a revealed 
troop will get permanent +1 /+1 .  

 
Silver Talon Senator, 2, , Troop—Pet Bird, 1 /1  
Flight <p> When this troop deals damage to an opposing champion, its master gets permanent +1
/+1 . 
 

This will affect the Silver Talon Senator’s master even if it moved into a different zone or 
transformed into a different form.  

 
Slaughtergear, Renegade War Factory, 6, Artifact Troop—Robot Factory, Unique, 5 /6  

  Exhaust another target ready artifact you control and transform it into a War Hulk. 
 

If the targeted artifact becomes exhausted before Slaughtergear’s power resolves, it will no 
longer be a legal target, and will not be transformed into a War Hulk.  

 
Splinter of Azathoth, 4, , Troop—Voidtouched, 3 /4  
Flight <p> [ONE-SHOT]   Interrupt target card. If that card is interrupted this way, put it into its 
owner's hand. 
 

The interrupted card goes directly to its owner’s hand. It never enters the graveyard.  
 
Tectonic Break, 7, , Basic Action 
For each troop, randomly determine if it is destroyed as follows: Each troop has a 10% chance of not 
being destroyed for each point of  it has. 
 

For example, a troop with 4  would have a 60% chance of being destroyed, while a troop with 
2  would have an 80% chance of being destroyed.  Troops with 10 or more  have no chance 
of being destroyed.  

 
Te'talca, High Cleric, 5, , Troop—Orc High Cleric, Unique, 5 /5  
Your cards and effects deal double damage. 
 

Troops you control with Crush will determine if their damage should be split before the damage 
is doubled.  

 
Te'talca, Orc Gladiator, 5, , Troop—Orc Warrior, Unique, 4 /4  

,   Te'talca battles target opposing troop. When that troop dies this turn, if Te'talca is in play, 
transform her into Te'talca, High Cleric. 
 

Te’talca will transform (assuming she’s in play) if anything causes the targeted troop to die 
during the turn, not just her own power.  

 
The Kraken, 8, , Troop—Kraken, Unique, 0 /0  
As The Kraken enters play, create eight Kraken's Tentacles and put them into play. <p> When The 
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Kraken leaves play, void all Kraken's Tentacles you control. <p> The Kraken gets +1 /+1  for each 
Kraken's Tentacle you control. 
 

When The Kraken dies, it will void all Kraken’s Tentacles you control, not just the ones it created.  
 
The Mushwocky, 4, , Troop—Shroomkin Mutant, 1 /1  
As The Mushwocky enters play, if it is hungry*, you may sacrifice any number of Shin'hare. The 
Mushwocky gets permanent +3 /+3  for each Shin'hare sacrificed this way. 
 

The Mushwocky is always hungry.  
 
The Transcended, 4, , Troop—Transcended, 5 /6  
If you would draw a card, search your deck for any card and put it into your hand instead. 
 

If there are no cards left in your deck, you will be unable to put anything into your hand, but The 
Transcended will still replace your draw. You will not lose for being unable to draw from an 
empty deck.  

 
Uzume, Grand Concubunny, 6, , Troop—Shin’hare Concubunny, Unique, 3 /5  
At the start of your turn, create a random non-unique Shin'hare and put it into play. 
 

Uzume is not limited to creating non-unique Shin’hare in your deck or that you own.  
 
Verdant Wyldeboar, 2, , Troop—Plant Beast, 4 /4  
Speed <p> At end of turn, shuffle this troop into your deck. If you do, it gets permanent +4 /+4 , then 
permanently loses this power. 
 

When the Wyldeboar’s power finishes resolving, it will lose its triggered power, but will keep the 
+4 /+4  modifier. It will still have Speed.  

 
Wizard of the Silver Talon, 4, , Troop—Human Mage, 2 /3  
When this troop enters play, create a Silver Talon Senator and put it into play. 
 

See Silver Talon Senator.  
 
Zoltog, 4, , Troop—Orc Ranger, 4 /4  
When an Orc troop you control deals damage to a champion, create a Savage Raider and put it into 
play. 
 

Zoltog will create a Savage Raider when an Orc troop you control deals damage to any 
champion, including yourself. 


